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The principle is similar: faced with an enemy that repeatedly declares its genocidal hatred,

acts on it wherever possible, constantly strives to improve its ways and means, you peace

process. Why was it successful with Iran and not with the “Palestinians”? Perhaps because the

comical P5 + 1 applied the pressure to itself in the case of Iran, leaving no one to resist.

The same pressure applied to Israel since 1993 has failed to produce total surrender. Drastic

concessions were proposed but the enemy insisted on the right of return of “refugees” down to

the third, fourth, and forever generations that would spell the elimination of the Jewish

state. There were no significant limits to the concessions made by the P5+1 and no expectation

that the deal will yield anything other than itself. The deal is that there’s a deal. 

The devil is not in the details it is in the evil, the collusion with evil. Antisemitism in

its modern form of antizionism is the ultimate perversion: choosing death over life, it

reverses good and evil. The perverse subject embraces evil while proclaiming his goodness. The

Iran “deal” is not the result of American government naiveté, faulty negotiating skills, or

realpolitik. It has nothing to do with slowing Iran’s nuclear arms development. It is an

international seal of approval for Iran’s genocidal project. A wink of complicity.

What better proof than the hasty visit of German Vice Chancellor Sigmar Gabriel accompanied by

a regiment of businessmen? Germany of all nations, still heavy with the weight of the Shoah,

had to demonstrate immediately that the deal is a practical matter of trade and polite

relations. But the truth bled through the window dressing and, as befits perversion, was

expressed in an outright lie: Gabriel reminded his Iranian counterparts that they must not

question Israel’s right to exist. “That is unacceptable,” he declared, accepting it as if it

were a second helping of ham hocks. Italy’s molto simpatico PM Matteo Renzi reassured his

amico grandissimo that his country would always be there to defend Israel. With what?

French MFA Laurent Fabius who distinguished himself during negotiations by taking a strong

position—before caving in to pressure—waited an extra week for his sober visit, sans traveling

salesmen but bearing a missive from President Hollande inviting President Rohani to visit him

in November. What could be more grotesque, more obscene than these frantic gestures laced with

hollow excuses?

Obama&Kerry are trying to force, cajole, intimidate, manipulate Congress and public opinion to

approve the phony agreement that will, they claim, slow down Iran’s nuclear arms project while
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giving the Islamic Republic (they don’t pronounce its real name for good reasons) time to

become the friendly partner they deserve. All the concrete evidence proves the contrary. So

what have they really accomplished?

While talking up the deal domestically, with special emphasis on Jewish organizations, they

sent Defense Secretary Ashton Carter to dangle yummy defensive military goodies in front of

the Israeli government as a consolation prize. What have they wrought? Kerry, grilled by the

Senate Foreign Relations committee, is scolded for being duped. If his only fault was a

failure to get better terms from those crafty Persians, then the honor of America’s chief

negotiator and aspiring Tour de France cyclist would be intact. Now, fearing the slick sale

pitches will not do the trick, the Secretary of State has moved on to sinister threats.

Invited by the Council for Foreign Relations to defend the deal, he warned that if Congress

should vote against it, “Israel will be more isolated and more blamed [sic].”

So that’s the win-win? If the agreement is approved, Israel will be in greater danger, if it

is rejected, Israel will be blamed. In fact, it doesn’t matter. The collusion agreement with

Iran has nothing to do with foreign policy or non-proliferation of nuclear arms. It is a call

to ratify the genocidal equation: Iran is deserving of trust, Israel can be thrown to the

dogs. Good and evil are reversed. The damage is already done.

While Europeans were creeping to Iran like worker ants, each with a few crumbs to sell, the EU

parliament  was  mulling  over  a  measure  that  would  stigmatize  products  from  the  Israeli

“colonies.” Grotesque perversion. Iran, by virtue of the deal, instantly becomes a suitable

trading partner while Israel, an apartheid state guilty of Occupation, is unfit for human

consumption. Gays swinging from the hangman’s rope, political prisoners tortured to death,

arms and treasure flowing to jihad forces that wreak havoc throughout the Middle East and sow

subversion in the rest of the world… all disappear with the lethal narrative fed to global

media by the wire services. After months of negotiation…a historic agreement…Iran forgoes

nuclear arms development in exchange for removal of sanctions and the dawn of normal relations

with the well-behaved world. Unprecedented inspections regime. Money-back guarantee. Snap-back

sanctions. Diplomacy trumps war.

Death to America, Death to Israel. Our plan to erase Israel from the face of the earth is not

negotiable. We will never abandon our right to develop nuclear arms and advanced delivery

systems, we will arm our allies, no American will be included in the inspection teams, our

military sites are forever off limits, allahu akhbar, flag burnings and raucous bloodthirsty

cries… Secretary of State Kerry proves he’s a good sport by briefly admitting that if Death to

Israel Death to America were actually a statement of policy, it would be worrisome. But it’s



just rhetoric.

The once-free world, draped in virtue to exclude Israel from the concert of nations, mired in

perversity to welcome Iran with open arms, dives into the abyss. And a significant percentage

of American Jews, apparently, buy into this perversion. Out of the goodness of their hearts

they become deaf, dumb, and blind to Iran’s words and deeds, and reserve their severity for an

Israel they could accommodate if it would stop throwing monkey wrenches into the global

jamboree.

Vainglorious President Barack Hussein Obama, displaying his major diplomatic exploit—bouncing

up and down the stairs of Air Force One—makes his victory lap in Kenya, where he lectures the

locals on, of all things, clean government, democracy, and homosexual rights. Tell it to yer

mulla’, brotha’!

Though the personal responsibility of Obama, Kerry, Mogherini, and other grinning negotiators

is enormous, it won’t help to blame them because they are upheld by populations that are

themselves captive. People who sincerely believe in their own decency and wish to do no harm

recoil at the very sound of the name “Israel.” Americans, who win all the polls for loving

Israel, dumbly follow their twice-elected president though he made his intentions clear from

the first step of the primaries. How many American Zionists repeat the absurd fairy tale about

how Iran will be contained, mollified, and magically turned over to the freedom-loving youth

they see on BBC news? British Prime Minister David Cameron interjects “Islam is a religion of

peace” into a forceful defense of the nation against Islamist ideology. France, still reeling

from the latest beheading/impalement incident sails into a new plot to behead a naval officer.

The denial machine tries to photoshop the Chattanooga jihad attack against a military base.

The body count in Syria rises inexorably, Bashir al Assad thanks Iran and Hezbollah for their

invaluable support, the Middle East, with the exception of Israel, is being ethnically

cleansed of Christians, and the good news is that Iran signed something? With disappearing

ink.

“It starts with the Jews but it doesn’t end with the Jews.” This isn’t an incidental

geopolitical fatality. It starts with the Jews because it is the triumph of evil and death

over goodness and life. Judaism is the source of the ethics on which our civilization is

founded. Antizionism, the contemporary variety of antisemitism, is a lethal perversion. When

the genocidal hatred of the Islamic Republic is validated by an international agreement

piloted by the United States of America, when every single concrete detail is clearly

available for public information, when every public statement by governments that defend the

deal is patently false, when the “alternative to war” is a virtual onslaught against Israel’s



existence, when the immoral United Nations is invested with powers stolen from democratically

elected governments, we have reached the catastrophic level of perversion.

Rational  arguments  will  be  useless  unless  this  perversion  is  understood,  exposed,  and

confronted.
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